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Abstract

We present the concept of an intelligent tutoring system which combines web search for learning purposes
and state-of-the-art natural language processing techniques. Our concept is described for the case of teaching
information literacy, but has the potential to be applied to other courses or for independent acquisition of
knowledge through web search. The concept supports both, students and teachers. Furthermore, the approach
integrates issues like AI explainability, privacy of student information, assessment of the quality of retrieved
information and automatic grading of student performance.
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Lazonder [1] showed that searching and talking
about the search has led to positive learning effects. In a similar fashion, providing feedback and
suggestions around a search activity can support
the reection on search tools' usage, on one's information needs and on the goals of the task at

hand. In his keynote at ECIR 2020
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3. Information Literacy Courses
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4. Proposed System
Architecture

Their experiments

Our concept proposes an integration within the
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web activities of the learner attending an assign-

formed best for English and German.
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text is processed by our NLP models. The models
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of brevity we illustrate two of them:

the model for predicting scores.

A core task in scientic work and, thus, in teaching information literacy is web search.
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are often required to search for documents fulll-
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dence score of the system's output. The keywords

lection of documents. An AI system observes the

can be retrieved by adapting the BERT ne-tuning

search terms input by the student and compares

architecture to extract named entities as proposed

the strategies to identied objectives. The system

in [23] and [24].

tracks the actions of the students regarding search

trieved by mapping the predicted scores to classes

The condence score can be re-

terms, observed documents, headers and time spent. and output a vector that contains a probability for
It then suggests the most appropriate steps toward reaching better results.

each class.

In the example of

Further feedback to both teachers and learners

searching in a closed collection with a pre-dened

can be given by the visualizations of individual

goal, suggestions for further search terms leading

states and congurations of the system. Given the

to relevant documents can be made.Text vectoriza-

exemplary tasks, the trial and error processes can

tion and a deep learning model-based classication

be shown in dierent paths along a timeline that

can be used for keyword extraction [21]. As such,

can be shared by the student with a teacher to al-

the student learns in the direct interaction with a

low for better feedback.

search system and improves skills based on previ-

and identication of correct steps are to be shown

ous activities by providing automatic feedback.

to the learner using clear visualizations to help un-

Another exemplary task in teaching information
literacy is related to academic writing.

Also the categorization

derstanding the decision making.
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The analysis of the evolving students' work gath-

are asked to assemble a short summary and syn-

ers data that should not necessarily be shown to

thesis of several papers. The system supports them

fellow students or teachers: The data is made of

in analyzing the writing, recognizing the parts in

personal trial and error processes and is to be con-

a certain paper, checking whether the short sum-

sidered as private.

mary is adequate and without plagiarism. Siamese

rooms and forums, can be considered as public.

neural networks can be used to detect similarities

It is adequate that a bot can provide answers us-

there [22]. The system also uses NLP to analyze

ing information that all chat members have seen
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accessed.
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reading is kept in memory.
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5. Conclusion and Future Work

the writing process can help students more than a

We have described the architecture of an intelli-

theoretical unit on academic writing.

gent tutoring system which combines web search

In our suggested AI based information literacy

and natural language processing techniques on the

tutoring system, word sequences in search terms,

basis of information competency. After implement-

retrieved documents, and reference documents are

ing the system and training the machine learning

encoded into vector spaces in order to perform com-

models, the system needs to be evaluated and opti-

putations in deep learning architectures.

A ne-

mized for students and teachers regarding usability
tuning architecture, such as BERT, which has proven and eciency for which several courses exist. With
itself in many NLP tasks, provides the basis of our
the help of metrics, we reduce the error rate for
system: It is based on a pre-trained deep learning

training the models. Finally, we intend to speedup

ing explanations:

the system.

about the Explanatory Cohesion Enhances

Throughout the implementation us-

Computer-based Feedback

ability tests are repeatedly performed to ensure the
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quality of the proposed system.
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We plan to apply the architecture within several
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automatic evaluation yields productive feedback.
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Subword Information,
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